All Quiet on the Western Front:

You will be assigned a topic connected to our text that you will research and present to the class a BRIEF explanation of your assigned topic. Your presentation should last no more than 1 minute. You may read from notes/index cards if you would like to have those ideas with you so you do not forget.

The topics are listed below, separated into notable persons, battles, events, and/or topical concerns. Each of these sections have slightly different requirements unique to the topic and you are required to present information as asked for in that topic.

**PERSONS:**

Explain who these people were during the time period in question;
Explain what their role was specifically in World War 1;
Explain what significance their post-war life entailed.

**Events:**

Explain when this event occurred;
Explain who/what were involved in this event;
Explain why this event was significant at the time it occurred;
Explain any post-war ramifications attached to this event.
Topical Concerns:

Explain what kind of change these concerns developed from;
Explain the significance of these concerns at the time they were developed/used;
Explain what the post-war effects of these concerns;
Explain who/what benefitted the most from these concerns.

PEOPLE LIST:
Prince Max von Baden
Winston Churchill
Constantine 1
Sir Christopher Craddock
Franz Ferdinand
Paul von Hindenburg
Nicholas 11
John J. Pershing
Gaurilo Princip
William Souchon
Maximillian von Spee
Alfred von Tirpitz
Sir Charles Townsend
Kaiser Wilhelm 11
Woodrow Wilson
Arthur Zimmerman
Lord Kitchener
Marshal Ferdinand Foch
Marshall Philippe Petain

**EVENT LIST:**
Battle of Gallipoli
Battle of the Marne
Battle of Messines Ridge
Battle of Mons
Battle of the Somme
Battle of Tannenberg
Battle of the Verdun
Russian Revolution
Schlieffen Plan
Zimmerman Telegram
Treaty of Versailles
TOPICAL CONCERNS LIST:

Triple Alliance
Axis and Allies (who fought with whom and against who?)
Trench Warfare
How the war started
Chemical warfare
Weapon technological advancements (part A: poison gas/flame throwers/hand grenades)
Weapon technological advancements (part B: artillery/airplanes/machine guns)
Human cost of war in casualties per nation
Medical advances caused by war wound treatment
Prosthetic limbs/psychological issues
Reaction to war and attitudes that produced war